
The Process of Transformation Into a King

Many Christians believe they are kings because the Bible says they are. This is not accurate. 

We are kings in-the-making, that’s all.  We need to go through the process of training and investiture
before we actually become a Kingdom king on the Earth. To think we are or even operate as though we
already are is immature and presumptive.

Mike Parsons has been through the process to become a King, so his experience is worth noting.

“Investiture, succession, enthronement, coronation: God gave me those four words many years ago.
They describe the process of  a king coming into the fullness  of his  power and authority.  We are
invested with authority as sons of God but for there to be succession the old king has to either die or
abdicate. The old king in this context is our soul, in the sense that it has been controlling our lives
(which was never its intended purpose). Then we can take up our throne(s) in heaven (enthronement)
and be recognised by creation as the sons we truly are (coronation).” 1

We need to ask Father to prepare us and train us as kings so we can eventually take our place as a genuine
one of these.
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1 – Mike Parsons (19-11-2020) “273. Sons Invested and Enthroned”
      freedomarc.blog/2020/11/19/273-sons-invested-and-enthroned 
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